About Vidyaniketan
Children’s University offers Vidyaniketan as one of its department under School of Child, Youth
and

Family

Development.

Vidyaniketan does outreach to these groups, offering Yoga,

Sanskrit, English, Nabhodarshan, Vedic Math courses and moral values dependent various
activities which helps in holistic development of child. Vidyaniketan works for the type of
education which is based on Bharatiya culture and this knowledge is very important for today's
21st-century generation. This surely helps the child to build up more self-confidence and moral
qualities. Moreover, the values towards mother tongue and motherland are also built up in the
child. The love for nature is also fabricated in the heart of the child. All this work of high values
for the holistic development of a child is done by the Department of Vidyaniketan.
According to the act of Children's University, the Department of Vidyaniketan works to give
affiliation to different schools as 'Vidyaniketan'. The affiliation is given based on the rules and
regulations of the act of the university and thus this works for the upliftment and development of
the affiliated Vidyaniketan which is the main motto of Children's University. There are infinite
aptitudes that are in the inner self of the child. A child is a joyful creature of God, a child is a part
of God and so the work to bring out that joyousness of child is done by Vidyaniketan. The work
of bringing out the inner aptitude of the child is done by Vidyaniketan. Furthermore, in the year
2021 Department of Vidyaniketan organized an online summer camp 'Kalamrutam' and won the
Golden Book of World Record for the maximum number of participants.
Apart from this Department of Vidyaniketan have five Certificate courses:
1. Vocal Music
2. Bharatiya Khel
3. Drawing and Painting
4. Nritya
5. Spoken English
Work associated with Vidyaniketan


Programs related to drama, nritya, music and bharatiya khel



Training programs of various subjects



Tejaswita inculcating camp



Programs related to the education and development of a child



Personality development camp



Computer IT classes



The special celebration of National days



Exchange of values between child and teachers of Vidyaniketan



Bharatiya history and Bharatgyan exam



Baalgeet, drama songs, and Lullabies



Nature and environment education



Teenager education



Creator and Dialogue



Nabhodarshan



Career counseling



Storytelling and story writing



Gujarati language education



Science education-Kadam kadam par vigyaanni anubhuti



Kalamrutam (Summercamp)

